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 Supplied ~3M tonnes of mine waste rock as construction aggregates product to 
project in South Carolina (Sept 2016 to Nov 2017)

 Consortium involving Anaconda, Shoreline Aggregates and Phoenix Bulk Carriers

 Environmentally friendly project

 Anaconda generated ~$2 million in gross revenue; no capital required

 Has approximately 3M to 4M more tonnes of broken waste rock still available

 2+ million tonnes of mill tailings

 R&D project with the College of the North Atlantic to use tailings 
as a mineral fertilizer  (Rock Dust)

 Also known as rock powder, rock minerals, rock flour,  contains 
minerals and trace elements widely used in organic farming

 Ability to potentially decommission tailings facilities and generate 
economic return
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 Production of conventional (NPK)  fertilizer requires; 
 51-68 Megajoules/kg nitrogen (N) 19

 6.82 Megajoules /kg phosphorous 19

 2.88 Megajoules /kg potassium 19

 Packaging and transport of conventional fertilizer is about 6-8 MJ/kg.20

 Research has shown that Rockdust can aid moisture retention
 The Anaconda Mining  Inc. material is a By-Product of the gold extraction

(Zero energy cost for production)

19Bhat et al. 1994, 20Mudahar and Hignett 1987, 21Lobb 1989,  

Tailings & Soil

NPK & Soil
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Project
• Fragmentation in Place (“FIP”) – Innovative New Mining Method
• In conjunction with Memorial University of Newfoundland
• $3.5 million research project

• ACOA - $1.5 million
• RDC - $500K
• IRAP - $50K

• Anaconda retains IP ownership

Advantages
• Most of the excavation in ore – accelerated cash flow
• Minimal waste development
• Remotely operated equipment
• Sustainable and green 

FIP – Mining ore veins using a multi-pass drilling system 
of pilot hole drilling and hole widening techniques. 
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Wrap-up and Question Period
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References with an asterisk (*) are footnotes and provided on the same slide. 
The numbered references below apply throughout this presentation.

† - Grams per tonne

1 - Mineral Resources are not Mineral Reserves and do not imply the economic viability of the resource. The Pine Cove Resource statement includes the 
Pine Cove Reserves.

2 - Pine Cove and Stog’er Tight Resources and Reserves do not include production since the December 8, 2015

3 - “NI43-101 Technical Report, Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Update on the Pine Cove Mine and Mineral Resource Estimate on the Stog’er 
Tight Deposit, Point Rousse Project, Baie Verte, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada”.  Effective Date December 8, 2015.

4 - “NI 43-101 Technical Report and Mineral Resource Estimate on the Thor Deposit, Viking Project, White Bay Area, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Canada”.  Effective date of August 29, 2016.

5 – Technical Report to be posted on SEDAR by March 22nd.  See Press Release of January 17, 2018.
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Dustin Angelo | President, CEO & Director
Mr. Angelo has extensive operating and financial experience in the mining industry, including gold, coal and aggregates, and is a Certified Public Accountant,
licensed in the United States. He has been president and CEO of Anaconda Mining, a Toronto Stock Exchange listed gold mining company, since September 2010,
and has been a director since November 2009. Under his leadership, Anaconda has grown its footprint in Newfoundland, expanded its operations to Nova Scotia,
cleaned up the balance sheet and built a sustainable, profitable company that is a responsible member of the community.
Prior to joining the Anaconda team, Mr. Angelo served as CFO of Elgin Mining Inc. (formerly known as Phoenix Coal Inc., a TSX-listed resource company) where he
was integral in the growth of the organization from a private enterprise to a publicly-listed company from August 2006 to November 2010; as vice-president of MHI
Energy Partners (an energy-focussed private equity fund) from 2005 to 2006, and; as a Principal at New York City’s Waller Capital Corporation (a boutique
investment bank focussed on mergers and acquisitions) from 1997 to 2005. He was also a founding member and director of North American Limestone
Corporation (a private developer and operator of limestone quarries in the United States).
Mr. Angelo earned a BSBA in Accounting and International Business from Georgetown University and a MBA from the Columbia Business School.

Robert Dufour | CFO & Corporate Secretary
Robert Dufour was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Anaconda Mining in May 2017. Mr. Dufour brings a strong track record in the mining sector with deep
experience in capital markets and finance, including debt structuring, royalty arrangements and financing, as well as extensive experience with corporate
governance and risk management. Most recently Mr. Dufour was Chief Financial Officer of Newmarket Gold, a TSX listed mid-tier Australian gold producer which
produced over 220,000 ounces of gold. Mr. Dufour was part of the team that executed the transformational merger between Newmarket Gold and Kirkland Lake
Gold, creating a new 500,000+ ounce gold producer in 2017. Prior to his appointment as Chief Financial Officer at Newmarket Gold in 2015, Mr. Dufour was
Chief Financial Officer of Crocodile Gold. In 2015, Mr. Dufour also led the merger between Newmarket Gold and Crocodile Gold. Mr. Dufour joined Crocodile Gold in
June 2012 as Director of Finance, and was appointed Chief Financial Officer in April 2013. Mr. Dufour is a Chartered Professional Accountant with over 12 years of
finance and accounting experience. He started his career with the Toronto office of PriceWaterhouseCoopers. He later joined Northgate Minerals Corporation as
Corporate Controller and subsequently was promoted to Group Financial Controller for Northgate's Australian subsidiaries, and was based out of Victoria, Australia
until its acquisition by AuRico Gold.
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Gordana Slepcev | Chief Operating Officer
Gordana is the Chief Operating Officer of Anaconda Mining responsible for all current mining activities and the development of the Goldboro Project. Prior to her
promotion, she was the Vice President of Technical Services and was directly responsible for overseeing the mining and geology departments at the Point Rousse
Project in Newfoundland. In addition to a focus on delivering long- and short-term planning and geological support of the mining operation, she is also heavily
involved in strategic planning and project expansion evaluations. With a Master’s Degree in Science and a Bachelor’s Degree in Mining Engineering from the
Yugoslavia (Belgrade) Faculty of Mining and Geological Engineering, combined with more than twenty years of experience in mining base metals, coal and gold,
Ms. Slepcev brings invaluable industry expertise to the project. In addition to Anaconda Mining, she has held senior roles at Labrador Iron Mines Holdings, Agrium
Inc. and Western Coal Corp.

Paul McNeill | Vice President, Exploration
Mr. McNeill joined Anaconda in 2014 as VP Exploration. Formerly, he served as Principal Geologist with Paladin Energy Ltd. from 2011 to 2013 and Vice
President – Exploration for Aurora Energy Resources Ltd. from 2009 until 2011 where he was focused on the development of the Michelin Project in Labrador, as
well as working on uranium projects in Australia and a gold project in Nevada. Prior to that, Mr. McNeill was Exploration Manager for Mega Uranium Ltd. and
worked as a consultant to a variety of gold and uranium exploration companies including Rubicon Minerals Inc. and Monster Copper Ltd. Mr. McNeill has an
expertise in structural controls on mineralization and project development. He also has experience in managing First Nations relationships and developing a
positive community relations. Mr. McNeill is a Professional Geologist registered in the Provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia, is a Member of
the Board of Mining Industry NL and is President of the CIM Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Allan Cramm | Vice President, Innovation and Development
Allan Cramm is the Vice President, Innovation and Development focusing on key strategic projects to maximize the company’s assets. He also is part of the
development team for new mines and operations. Prior to his promotion, Allan was the General Manager of Anaconda’s Point Rousse Project in Baie Verte,
Newfoundland and Labrador. He was responsible for the overall operation of the project including permitting, construction, production and special projects. Allan
has been involved in various management and supervisory roles associated with mining for the past 25 years (both open pit and underground) including Project
Coordinator/General Manager of two underground mines in Newfoundland, Nugget Pond and Hammerdown, that used a central-processing facility. He has a
high regard for environmental protection with some associated projects having been recognized provincially and nationally for their attention to environmental
stewardship.

Lynn Hammond | Vice President, Public Relations
Lynn Hammond has been the Vice President Public Relations for Anaconda Mining since December 2015, responsible for media, public and government
relations. Her career experience consists of senior roles in public service including Director of Communications for Newfoundland and Labrador government
departments of Municipal Affairs, Fire and Emergency Services, Education and Post-Secondary Education. She also held senior positions in the Communications
Branch of Executive Council and the Office of the Premier. Through her career she has earned the reputation of a “fixer” often taking on some of government’s
most challenging communications activities.
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1 – Closing price as at February 16, 2018
2 – Weighted average exercise price for the outstanding stock options is 
$0.24. 
3 – Weighted average exercise price for the outstanding warrants is $0.28. 
4 – Includes $1.6M of cash as at August 31, 2017 plus October 2017 equity 
financing of $2.9M (net of finders’ fees). Anaconda also had an unused line of 
credit of $1.0M at August 31, 2017 for total liquidity of $5.5M.

Symbol
TSX: ANX

Share Outstanding
105.9M

Options2

7.8M

Warrants3

10.6M

Fully Diluted
124.3M

Share Price
$0.4851

52 Week High/Low
$0.22 - $0.56

Market Capitalization
$51.4M

Cash Position4

$4.5M

Debt
$1.0M

Major Shareholders
Institutional Investors 9.5%
Directors and Management 7.8%
Public Float 82.7%
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Great Northern
Project

Tilt Cove
Project

• Atlantic Canada gold assets ripe for consolidation
• Several projects with NI 43-101 resources but no 

adequate resources to advance them
• Need their own catalyst to renew interest in their 

projects
• Approximately 16 projects and greater than 11M 

ounces of gold in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick

• Strong position to be the consolidator
• Currently the only gold producer
• Established infrastructure
• Experienced management team
• Credibility (completed first corporate transaction)
• Focused on projects that have NI 43-101 resources 

below 1M ounces
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Enterprise Value / M, I & Inferred Resources (C$/oz)(1)

Producer Average $105

Developer Average $55

Anaconda Average $49

(1) Based on closing prices as of January 12, 2018 and NI 43-101 compliant technical reports
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2.

3.

4.

Pine Cove 
Mine

Stog’er Tight
Mine

Point Rousse Mining area
• Continue mining operations along the gold 

bearing geology of the Scrape Trend
• Permitted mining until 2020
• Additional resources at Argyle with 

development / permitting activities in 
progress 

Key Exploration Targets
1. Anaroc
2. Argyle
3. Connector

Argyle 
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• 5,636 m in 58 holes drilled to date
• Open in all directions – currently drilling

Drill Highlights
• 2.09 g/t over 14.0 m (AE-16-20)
• 6.09 g/t over 8.9 m (AE-16-11)
• 4.50 g/t over 6.3 m (AE-16-06)
• 5.52 g/t over 15.0 m (AE-16-40)
• 9.31 g/t over 6.0 m (AE-16-39)
• 2.95 g/t over 15.0 m (AE-16-43)
• 2.91 g/t over 12.1 m (AE-16-33)
• 3.63 g/t  over 12.0 m (AE-17-46)
• 12.47 g/t over 5.0 m (AE-17-58)

Category Tonnes Gold Grade (g/t) Ounces

Indicated 543,000 2.19 38,300
Inferred 517,000 1.82 30,300

New Argyle Resource*

*Refer to Argyle Press Release: The Argyle Gold Deposit currently contains an Indicated
Resource of 543,000 tonnes grading 2.19 g/t gold (38,300 ounces) and an Inferred Resource
of 517,000 tonnes grading 1.82 g/t (30,300 ounces) as summarized in the table above and
as reported in a press release dated January 8, 2018 (Technical Report to be posted to
SEDAR by February 22, 2018).

OPEN

685 metres

22
5 

m
et

re
s
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Point Rousse - Argyle Development
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Development Timeline:

 Environmental Baseline studies – Complete  

 Metallurgical and ARD test work - Complete

 Submit EA application by February 2018

 Bulk sample – August 2018

 Projected receipt of all requisite mining permits – Q1 2019

 Site preparation and construction – Q2 2019

 Ore processing at Point Rousse facility – Q3 2019

Grade Distribution Block Model 
and Conceptual Pit
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Deposits Category Tonnes Grade (g/t) Ounces

Thor Indicated 1,817,000 1.42 83,000

Inferred 847,000 1.15 31,000

Rattling Brook
(Historic Resource) Inferred 18310000 0.84 495,000

 Includes 9,975 hectares coincident with approximately 20 kilometres of strike along
highly prospective geology of the Doucer’s Valley Fault, part of the Long Range Fault
System;

 Two gold projects with a combined Inferred Mineral Resource of 526,000 ounces and 
an Indicated Mineral Resource of 83,000 ounces;

 Potential to upgrade the size and grade of the existing resource through resource 
evaluation;

 Excellent infrastructure with road access to the key areas of interest;
 Evaluating strategic options to build a significant mineral resource and gain 

recognition for value of the assets.
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23.6 g/t over 1.5 m
and

31.3 g/t over 0.5 m

15.8 g/t over 1.5 m

1570 g/t over 0.5 m

137.8 g/t over 1.5 m

Dolliver
Mtn. Zone

41
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Similarities with the Bendigo Camp
• Similar geological setting and structures
• Gold in folded quartz veins – stacked 

ribbons
• 4.5 M ounces total resource in Meguma

(~0.5 M ounces of past production) and 
22 M ounces produced at Bendigo

Cross Sections of the 
Bendigo, Aus. (Great 

Extended Hustlers - left) and 
Meguma, NS (Goldboro -

right)

open

350 m

1.2 km

?
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• North dipping gabbro sill
• Open down dip with some

of the best grades at depth
• Tabular alteration zone

3.75 g/t over 16 m
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• Total endowment of greater than 11M ounces 
of gold much of it discovered in the last 8 –
10 Years.

• With investment comes resource growth such 
as Marathon Gold (Valentine Lake), Atlantic 
Gold (Moose River), First Mining (Hope Brook)

• Contiguous geology within Atlantic Canada

• 16 gold deposits greater than 250,000 
ounces

• 3 deposits greater than 1M ounces

Great Northern
Project

Tilt Cove
Project
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Anaconda has approximately 1.6M ounces of gold, with large 
expansion potential in high-grade resources at Goldboro

Management team experience and existing infrastructure can add 
value to current projects and future acquisitions

Pieces in place to take annual production to approximately 50,000 
ounces

 First mover advantage as a consolidator of gold assets in the Atlantic 
Canada region

 Innovative corporate culture maximizing the potential of all natural 
resources

Resource Expansion + Production Increase + M & A+ Innovation = Major Player in Atlantic Canada

250 M

Point Rousse

Goldboro
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This document contains or refers to forward-looking information. Such forward-looking information includes, among
other things, the Arrangement, statements regarding the combined company, estimates and/or assumptions in
respect of future production, mine development costs, unit costs, capital costs, timing of commencement of
operations and future economic, market and other conditions, and is based on current expectations that involve a
number of business risks and uncertainties. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from any
forward-looking statement include, but are not limited to: the approval of the Arrangement by the Toronto Stock
Exchange and the TSX Venture Exchange; the approval of the Arrangement by the Ontario Superior Court of Justice;
capital and operating costs varying significantly from estimates; inflation; changes in exchange rates; fluctuations in
commodity prices; delays in the development of the any projects caused by unavailability of equipment, labour or
supplies, climatic conditions or otherwise; termination or revision of any debt financing; failure to raise additional
funds required to finance the completion of a project; the realization of the expected benefits resulting from the
combination of the two entities (or the strategies or future actions of the companies); and other factors. Additionally,
forward-looking statements look into the future and provide an opinion as to the effect of certain events and trends
on the business. Forward-looking statements may include words such as "plans," "may," "estimates," "expects,"
“intends,” "indicates," "targeting," "potential" and similar expressions. These forward-looking statements, including
statements regarding Anaconda’s beliefs in the potential mineralization, are based on current expectations and
entail various risks and uncertainties. For further details of other risks and uncertainties, please refer to Anaconda
and Orex’s public disclosure available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com, in particular Anaconda’s Annual Information
Form and Orex’s MD&A’s. Forward-looking information is subject to significant risks and uncertainties and other
factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from expected results. Readers should not place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements. The forward looking information contained in this document is made as of
the date hereof and we assume no responsibility to update them or revise them to reflect new events or
circumstances, except as required by law.

http://www.sedar.com/
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✓ Main Projects
• Newfoundland – Point Rousse

• ~16,000 ounces of annual production

• Nova Scotia – Goldboro

• PEA – Average 41K ounces of yearly production beginning in 2021

✓ Exploration Projects
• Great Northern (Northern Peninsula) 

• 83,000 oz. indicated resources / 526,000 oz. inferred resources

• Evaluating strategic options

• Tilt Cove (Baie Verte Peninsula)

• Nugget Pond Horizon (Historic high grade area)

✓ High Growth in next 3 to 5 Years
• Significant exploration upside at Goldboro and Point Rousse

• Annual gold production – 50K to 60K oz. by 2021 (Point Rousse and 

Goldboro)

• Regional M&A – Catalyst to reach 100,000 oz. of annual production

✓ Stable, Low-risk Mining Jurisdictions
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Olive-The colour you get 
mixing gold and green
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Repurposing Coarse Mine Waste       Repurposing Processing Tailings      Converting Open Pit to Tailings Storage
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Started with an Advantage

 Surplus Waste

1. Consumed 2.5 million litres of fuel

2. Generated 6.7 million kg of Co2

3. Detonated 3,600 tonnes of explosive

4. 250 person years of employment 

5. Why replicate?

 Favourable chemistry

 Suitable as a bulk fill

 Deep Water

Geoff Prouse-Photo
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Environmentally  Prudent and cost effective construction

 Minimal Access (increased crustaceans habitat )

 Utilization of Floating Structure

 Can be used to off-load as well as load out

 Simple decommissioning

 Lower Financial Bonding

Geoff Prouse-Photo
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 2188 Nautical Miles

 6-7 day travel

 4 vessels in rotation

Peter Koken-Photo
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 Reclaimed Cooper River Sediment

 Installation of draining wicks

 ~10,000 km of wick material

 12 m in length

 > 1000m of berth space

 > 3 million tonnes of surcharge material

Peter Koken-Photo
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 Rate of off-loading 1000 MTPH

 Equivalent to 1 tractor trailer load every 2 minutes

 Highway Truck- 60-150 g/t-km of transport

 Modern Ship 10-40 g/t-km of transport
https://timeforchange.org/co2-emissions-shipping-good

https://timeforchange.org/co2-emissions-shipping-good
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 > 2 million tonnes

 Altered Gabbro, deposit host has a Chemistry similar to commercial rock dust

 No As, Pb, Cd or Hg

 Lower decommissioning cost

 Create economics
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 Production of conventional (NPK)  fertilizer requires; 

▪ 51-68 MJ/kg nitrogen (N) 19

▪ 6.82 MJ/kg phosphorous 19

▪ 2.88 MJ/kg potassium 19

 Packaging and transport of conventional fertilizer is about 6-8 MJ/kg.20

 Application of fertilizer (conventional and rock dust) equals 51.62 MJ/kg.21

 The Anaconda Mining  Inc. material is a By-Product of the gold extraction

 Does not consume energy for its production

19Bhat et al. 1994, 20Mudahar and Hignett 1987, 21Lobb 1989,  

Tailings & Soil

NPK & Soil
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 Enhanced weathering of silicate rocks as a method to combat rising atmospheric carbon. 

 Widespread availability and the right chemical composition.

 Basalts are among the fastest-weathering silicate rocks, an important factor in producing a rapid effect on 

atmospheric CO2 levels.

 The earth’s terrestrial land area hosts 10-15M km2 of agricultural

land, much of which stand to benefit from added soil amendments.

 Basalt can act as a rock fertilizer in agricultural land, reducing N loss, 

and providing elemental nutrients.
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Pine Cove Grinding ( 1400 MTPD @ 90% <150 Microns
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Many people are familiar with using diatomaceous earth (DE) 

for pest control, but comparatively few are aware that finely 

ground rock dust can be similar in efficacy and preferable in 

other aspects . Remineralize the Earth (RTE)
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 Plant-based biofuels have been investigated and implemented as an alternative
to fossil fuels for two reasons: 

▪ They are renewable, and they sequester atmospheric carbon in the bioenergy crop plant tissues before 
conversion to fuel, reducing the effect of fuel combustion on atmospheric CO2 concentrations

▪ Bioenergy crops include annual corn, canola, and soybeans,
▪ Soybean 446 litres/hectare  

 One of the disadvantages of Bio-fuel is the reliance on petrochemical fertilizer  
 The Canadian Fertilizer Institute predicts significant increase in fertilizer to support fuel crop growth.

The Energy Report

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwivjpLjj57aAhWHTN8KHe4mBvcQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=http://www.ino.com/blog/2015/10/how-to-profit-from-government-mandates-in-biofuels/&psig=AOvVaw36vpBDzF9oSoDXAibnq-wR&ust=1522842935065617
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 7,000,000 tonne capacity (min)

 Significantly capital value (~ $35 Million) 

 Increased process life

 In-pit tailings disposal offers a number of advantages over 
conventional surface impoundments:   
▪ The long-term risks associated with in-pit tailings 

disposal are reduced compared to
on-land tailings disposal confined by conventional 

engineered embankments

▪ Maintenance of a water cover over the tailings to 
manage acid rock drainage (ARD)      potential is more 
easily achieved in the Pine Cove Pit, compared to an 
on-land tailings facility

▪ Increase the long term stability of the pit

Tailings.info
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 International Bulk Shipping. 

 Custom /Toll Milling

 Low Risk

 Lower Capital
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